
About the Organization 
B-Word is a nonprofit organization best know for publishing 
Bitch | Feminist Response to Pop Culture, a 12-year old print 
magazine devoted to incisive media criticism and feminist 
commentary. For more information, please visit our website 
(www.bitchmagazine.org) and pick up a copy of the magazine 
at a local independent bookstore. 

Internship Overview
The role of the design intern is to support the art director. In 
return, the intern gets hands-on experience in helping with 
the production of an issue of Bitch. Because we’re a small staff, 
interns also assist with other needs, including promotion of 
the magazine at local events and general office operations. 

Who should apply 
Graphic design students with a strong interest in print  
(vs. web). Although you need not be a long-time reader, it’s 
a much more valuable experience for all involved if you are 
interested in feminism and pop culture. We are committed to 
an inclusive and diverse organization and encourage people 
from all backgrounds to apply.

Responsibilities
Image scanning and pre-press

Image research and acquisition

Management of Illustrator (contributor) database

Illustration commission (depending on experience)

File Archiving

Creating mock-ups

Layout & Design (magazine, ads, collateral, and  
marketing materials)

Typesetting (magazine)

Cover concepting with Bitch team

Miscellaneous support to art director and other staff  
as needed

Attendance at weekly staff meeting (Tuesdays at 10:30 am)
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Skills
Understanding the fundamentals of typesetting (e.g., 
leading, kerning, soft vs. hard return, etc.)

Working knowledge of InDesign, Illustrator and Photoshop

Design education (in process or finished) or equivalent  
work experience

Compensation 
Because we are a small, under-funded nonprofit organization, 
this is an unpaid position. Students are encouraged to work 
toward class credit allowed by school. 

Schedule 
Interns are expected to come in one day a week (which can be 
2 half days)—we can work around your schedule for the most 
part. Interns must, however, be present on Tuesday mornings 
to participate in the weekly editorial/staff meeting.

Duration 
3–6 months. Ideally an intern will start at the beginning of a 
production cycle for the magazine and remain until it goes to 
press. Exceptions can be made if necessary and feasible.

How to Apply 
Please send a résumé, cover letter, and samples of your work 
to briar@bitchmagazine.org or even better, to the mailing 
address below. Please do not call or drop in to the office.
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Nonprofit and reader-supported since 1996

4930 NE 29th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97211

[p] 503-282-5699 
[f] 503-282-5661

briar@bitchmagazine.org 
bitchmagazine.org

Graphic Design Intern


